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We present new BVRI light curves of UY UMa with no O’Connell effect and a flat bottom secondary eclipse. Light curve 
synthesis with the Wilson-Devinney code gives a new solution, which is quite different from the previous study: UY UMa is an 
A-subtype over-contact binary with a small mass ratio of q = 0.21, a high inclination of 81˚.4, a small temperature difference 
of ∆T = 18˚, a large fill-out factor of f = 0.61, and a third light of approximately 10% of the total systemic light. The absolute 
dimensions were newly determined. Seventeen new times of minimum light have been calculated from our observations. The 
period study indicates that the orbital period has intricately varied in a secular period increase in which two cyclical terms 
with periods of 12y.0 and 46y.3 are superposed. The secular period increase was interpreted to be due to a conservative mass 
transfer of 2.68 × 10–8 M⊙/yr from the less massive to the more massive star. The cyclical components are discussed in terms 
of double-light time contributions from two additional bound stars. The statistical relations of Yang & Qian (2015) among the 
physical parameters of 45 deep, low mass ratio contact binaries were revisited by using the physical parameters of UY UMa 
and 25 Kepler contact binaries provided by Şenavci et al. (2016).
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The light variability of UY UMa (2MASS J13443683 + 

5513184, NSVS 2684105, SVS 359, UCAC4 727-048578) was 

discovered by S. Beljawsky in 1933 on a Simeiz plate (Guth-

nick & Prager 1934). In the same year, M. Zverev correctly 

classified it as an W UMa eclipsing binary and determined 

its light elements (Min.I = HJD 2427307.49 + 0d.37785E; 

Guthnick & Prager 1934). Guthnick & Prager (1934) gave the 

photographic maximum and minimum magnitudes of the 

system as 11m.5 and 12m.0, respectively. Subsequently, the 

system was neglected for over 60 years until the first CCD 

BV photometric observations were made and analyzed by 

Yang et al. (2001, hereafter, YLL). YLL presented the BV light 

curves, showing partial eclipses at both eclipses and an 

O’Connell effect with Max. I approximately 0m.03 brighter 

than Max. II. Through their light curve analysis, YLL found 

that UY UMa is a W-subtype contact binary with an ex-

tremely small mass ratio of q = 0.134, a low inclination of 

73˚.4, a large temperature difference of ∆T = 414˚, and a 

small fill-out factor of f = 0.053. The O’Connell effect in the 

light curves was explained by a cool spot model on the more 

massive component. In addition, by using sixteen photo-

electric times of minimum light with a time-span of only 

four years from 1995 to 1999, available to them at that time, 

they showed that the orbital period of UY UMa seems to be 

constant during the four-year time span. Recently, a period 

study of the system was made by Yu et al. (2017) who ana-

lyzed a total of 76 times of minimum light available to them. 

They suggested that the orbital period has varied in a cycli-
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cal variation with a period of 14y.26 and a semi-amplitude of 

0d.0026, which is superposed on a secularly increasing peri-

od at a rate of 72.545 10dP
dt

−= + × d/yr. They interpreted that the 

secular increase in period was caused by mass transfer from 

the less massive to the more massive star, while the cyclical 

change in period could be caused by either magnetic activi-

ties of the components or a light time effect (LITE) due to an 

unseen tertiary body. Unfortunately, YLL and Yu et al. did 

not include earlier photographic timings given by S. Bel-

jawsky and M. Zverev (Kreiner et al. 2001), with which one 

would see more clearly the long-term behavior of the secu-

lar period change of the system. No radial velocity curves 

were available, although numerous eclipse timings have 

been reported. Because there are no further studies of UY 

UMa since the studies of YLL and Yu et al., we included UY 

UMa in our observing programs of close binary stars with a 

view to confirming and/or improving the photometric re-

sults of YLL and Yu et al.

In this paper we present new CCD BVRI light curves of UY 

UMa with a long duration of totality at the secondary eclipse, 

which are totally different from YLL’s light curves, thus, give 

quite different astrophysical parameters from those of YLL. 

Based on all available times of minimum light with a time-

span longer than Yu et al., which include earlier timings as 

well as new ones, we also present a period study which gives 

a new dynamical picture of the system. Finally, based on our 

photometric results, we discuss the evolutionary status of 

UY UMa together with other overcontact binaries similar to 

UY UMa.

2. OBSERVATION AND NEW LIGHT CURVES

2.1 Observations

New BVRI observations of UY UMa were made on nine 

nights during February and March, 2008 with the 1.0-m 

reflector at the Mt. Lemmon Optical Astronomy Observatory 

(LOAO) in Arizona, USA. Since its establishment in 2003, 

the telescope has been remotely controlled at the Korea 

Astronomy and Space Science Institute (KASI) in Korea. 

An FLI IMG4301E CCD camera with a 22′.5 × 22′.5 field of 

view was electronically cooled during the observations. The 

standard BVRI filters were used. Each of the frames was 2 × 

2 binned and differently exposed from 20 s to 30 s, suitable 

to UY UMa, according to the filters used and weather 

conditions of each night. UCAC4 727-048577 and UCAC4 

726-049111 were chosen as the comparison and check stars, 

respectively. Our comparison star is the star used as a check 

star by YLL. Fig. 1 shows a finding chart of UY UMa with the 

comparison (marked as ‘C’) and check (‘K’) stars. The star 

(GSC 3854-0013, UCAC4 726-049104) marked as ‘CY’ in the 

Fig. 1. The finding chart of UY UMa. The field of view is approximately 23′ × 23′. ‘C’ and 
‘K’ denote the comparison (UCAC4 727-048577) and check (UCAC4 726-049111) stars, 
respectively. ‘CY’ denotes the comparison star (UCAC4 726-049104) used by Yang et al. 
(2001).
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figure was YLL’s comparison star, which is approximately 

seven and sixteen times brighter in yellow bandpass than 

UY UMa at the 0.25 phase and our comparison (and also 

check) star, respectively. Therefore, during our observations, 

the images taken in all bandpasses for the comparison star 

of YLL were always saturated at the camera exposure times 

of UY UMa. Table 1 lists the information on the coordinates, 

magnitudes, and color indices of the variable, comparison, 

and check stars.

The IRAF S/W package (Tody 1986) was used to reduce 

all measured frames with the conventional corrections of 

bias, dark, and flat-field. More details of our data reduction 

were described by Jeong & Kim (2013) and Kim et al. 

(2014). The resultant standard errors of our observations 

were approximately ±0m.011 in blue, ±0m.020 in yellow, 

and ±0m.015 in red, and ±0m.020 in infrared. A total of 2,976 

individual observations were obtained in four colors (727 in 

blue, 761 in yellow, 782 in red, and 706 in infrared). Table 2 

lists a sample of our measurements.

In addition to these observations, the R observations only 

for the determinations of times of minima were made for 

eight nights in 2009 at the LOAO and for one night in 2015 

with an FLI 4K CCD camera attached to the 61-cm reflector 

at the Sobaeksan Optical Astronomy Observatory (SOAO) 

of the KASI in Korea. The instrumentation used and the 

reduction process for the LOAO observations are the same 

as those for the 2008 observations described above and the 

detail of the SOAO observations is well described in the 

paper of Kim et al. (2017).

2.2 New Light Curves

To phase our light curves, a linear least squares fit to 30 

recent times of minima was made to yield the ephemeris: 

 Min.I = JD Hel 2451247.3267(6) + 0d.37602172(6)E, (1)

where the parenthesized figures give the standard errors 

of the last digit of each parameter. Fig. 2(a) shows the new 

BVRI light curves including the first RI ones. For comparison 

of our light curves with those of YLL, YLL’s BV light curves 

were also drawn in Fig. 2(b). The differential color curves of 

B – V, V – R, and R – I were calculated from our filtered light 

curves and shown in Fig. 2(c). In addition, the differential 

magnitudes at four characteristic phases and eclipse-depth 

information are listed in Table 3.

As seen in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), our light curves are quite 

different from those of YLL in three ways: 1) The light 

curves of YLL show strong asymmetries, the so-called 

O’Connell effect (the light level at phase 0.25 is higher 

than that at phase 0.75; O’Connell 1951), while ours are 

nearly symmetrical, showing no O’Connell effect. Such 

light changes are typical to W UMa-type binary stars and 

have been usually interpreted as results of stellar activities 

Table 1. Coordinates and photometric data for the program stars

Star UCAC4 RA (J2000) DEC (J2000) V† (B – V) †

UY UMa 727-048578 13h44m 36s.83 +55˚13ʹ18ʺ.4 +12 m.84 +0 m.58

Comparison 727-048577 13h44m 31s.88 +55˚13ʹ06ʺ.3 +13 m.82 +0 m.75

Check 726-049111 13h45m 13s.32 +55˚07ʹ56ʺ.6 +13 m.99 +0 m.98

CY‡ 726-049104 13h44m 48s.45 +55˚11ʹ09ʺ.7 +10 m.70 +0 m.64

† From the UCAC4 Catalogue (Zacharias et al. 2013).
‡ Comparison star used by Yang et al. (2001).

Table 2. CCD BVRI photometric observations of UY UMa

HJD
(day)

∆B
(mag)

HJD
(day)

∆V
(mag)

HJD
(day)

∆R
(mag)

HJD
(day)

∆I
(mag)

2,454,508.8274 –1.291 2,454,508.8284 –1.131 2,454,508.8289 –1.066 2,454,508.8320 –0.995

2,454,508.8301 –1.309 2,454,508.8311 –1.151 2,454,508.8316 –1.068 2,454,508.8346 –1.000

2,454,508.8328 –1.299 2,454,508.8338 –1.144 2,454,508.8342 –1.075 2,454,508.8395 –0.987

2,454,508.8378 –1.310 2,454,508.8387 –1.149 2,454,508.8392 –1.072 2,454,508.8420 –0.994

2,454,508.8403 –1.310 2,454,508.8412 –1.160 2,454,508.8417 –1.087 2,454,508.8446 –1.005

2,454,508.8454 –1.325 2,454,508.8437 –1.154 2,454,508.8442 –1.092 2,454,508.8471 –0.997

2,454,508.8479 –1.312 2,454,508.8462 –1.171 2,454,508.8467 –1.091 2,454,508.8496 –1.003

2,454,508.8503 –1.324 2,454,508.8487 –1.159 2,454,508.8492 –1.071 2,454,508.8541 –0.990

2,454,508.8549 –1.326 2,454,508.8534 –1.152 2,454,508.8538 –1.080 2,454,508.8564 –0.985

2,454,508.8571 –1.321 2,454,508.8556 –1.157 2,454,508.8561 –1.077 2,454,508.8587 –0.985

2,454,508.8594 –1.311 2,454,508.8579 –1.149 2,454,508.8583 –1.096 2,454,508.8611 –0.983

This table is available at the web page (http://binary.cbnu.ac.kr/bbs/zboard.php?id=lab photometry). A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its 
form and content.
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such as cool or hot starspot(s) and their time variations. 2) 

Our light curves clearly have a flat-bottom at the secondary 

eclipse with a mean duration of approximately 43 min 

corresponding to an approximate 0.085 phase interval, while 

YLL’s do not show any evidence of total eclipse at secondary 

eclipse. Initially, we were surprised at the morphological 

disagreement between two sets of light curves because our 

light curves indicate that UY UMa belongs to the A-subtype 

group of W UMa binaries rather than the W-subtype 

suggested by YLL, according to the criteria introduced by 

Binnendijk (1970). 3) Our light curves are approximately 

twelve times more dense in measurements than those of 

YLL; each of our light curves has over 85 measurements 

during the total eclipse at the secondary eclipse while each 

of YLL’s blue and yellow light curves has only seven points 

for the same eclipse.

The apparent disagreement between our light curves and 

those of YLL may suggest that UY UMa had intrinsically 

changed from the W-subtype to the A-subtype or the 

photometry of YLL was not of adequate quality. The 

latter rather than the former may be the cause of the 

disagreement based on the reasoning as follows: 1) The 

comparison star used by YLL, seven times brighter in 

the V bandpass than UY UMa, is not properly chosen. 

2) The measurements defining YLL’s light curves are not 

sufficiently dense to distinguish the total eclipse at the 

secondary eclipse. A similar situation can also be found in 

the observational history of the A-subtype contact binary, 

V432 Per (see the papers of Yang & Liu 2002; Lee et al. 2008, 

Odell et al. 2009).

Fig. 2. (a) From top to bottom, BVRI differential light curves of UY UMa and B differential light curve of the check star. The solid curves 
represent the theoretical light curves calculated with our photometric solution in section 3. (b) YLL’s BV differential light curves of UY UMa. 
The solid curves denote the theoretical light curves calculated with our solution and the spot parameters of YLL. (c) B – V, V – R, and R – I 
differential color curves of UY UMa. 


       


















































       




















 


       









  





Table 3. Differential magnitudes and eclipse depths of UY UMa at four characteristic phases

Phase ∆B
(mag)

∆V
(mag)

∆R
(mag)

∆I
(mag)

Eclipse depth†

B
(mag)

V
(mag)

R
(mag)

I
(mag)

0.00 –0.890 –0.740 –0.680 –0.614 0.434 0.4190 0.410 0.393

0.25 –1.324 –1.159 –1.090 –1.007 – – – –

0.50 –0.938 –0.785 –0.712 –0.632 0.386 0.3740 0.378 0.375

0.75 –1.318 –1.158 –1.086 –1.003 - - - -

† Values for eclipse depth are relative to the phase 0.25.
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3. LIGHT CURVE SYNTHESIS 

As previously noted, our BVRI light curves show a total 

occultation eclipse at secondary minimum, implying 

that UY UMa is an A-subtype W UMa contact binary. 

Simultaneous analysis of the multi-band light curves was 

made to obtain a unique solution with the 2003 version 

of the Wilson-Devinney (WD) differential corrections 

computer code (Wilson & Devinney 1971; Wilson 1979, 

1990; van Hamme & Wilson 2003) which is available from 

ftp://ftp.astro.ufl.edu/pub/wilson/. To explain the total 

eclipse at the secondary minimum, the primary star (star 1) 

of UY UMa should be hotter, larger, and more massive than 

the secondary companion (star 2) and is being eclipsed at 

primary eclipse. The effective temperature of the primary 

star (T1) is adopted as 5,900 K, corresponding to the (B – 

V) color index of 0.61 at phase 0.25 given by YLL (see also 

Drilling & Landolt 2000).

The temperature was fixed in our q-search procedure 

to deduce a most probable mass ratio q (= m2/m1) of UY 

UMa. The q-search without any surface perturbations such 

as any spot (s) or a third light (l3) was intensively made 

for a series of models with the mass ratios varying from 

0.1 to 1.0 at intervals of 0.01. In these searches, the gravity 

darkening exponents and bolometric albedos were set to 

0.32 and 0.5 for both components, respectively, because 

both component stars are cool and are assumed to have 

convective envelopes. Logarithmic limb-darkening (LD) 

coefficients and bolometric LD coefficients for the primary 

and secondary stars were computed at each iteration from 

the LD tables given by Van Hamme (1993). The options of 

synchronous rotation and model atmosphere (Kurucz 1993) 

in the WD program were also adopted. All observations 

in each of the BVRI bandpasses were weighted equally. 

The adjustable parameters were the phase shift (ϕ), the 

orbital inclination (i), the effective temperature of the 

cooler component (T2), the surface equipotential of both 

components (Ω = Ω1 = Ω2), and the luminosity of the hotter 

primary component (l1) in each of the bandpasses. The 

WD mode 3 for a contact system was adopted to adjust the 

parameters of UY UMa. Each of the fits converged rapidly. 

The result of our q search is shown in Fig. 3, where the 

abscissa is the mass ratio q and the ordinate is the weighted 

sum of squared residuals (ΣW (O – C)2; hereafter, Σ). A 

global minimum of Σ occurred at q = 0.28, as indicated by 

the arrow in Fig. 3. At this point a third light was considered 

and adjusted with the other parameters above including 

the mass ratio. In this procedure, the method of multiple 

subsets (Wilson & Biermann 1976) was used to enhance 

the stability of the fit. The final solution is listed in Table 4, 

together with the YLL’s solution for comparison. The BVRI 

residuals of the observations from our solution are shown 

in Fig. 4. The theoretical light curves calculated with our 

solution are drawn as solid curves in Fig. 2(a). The solid 

curves in Fig. 2(b) represent the theoretical light curves 

calculated with our solution plus the spot parameters of 

YLL. As shown in Figs. 2 and 4, our solution shows a fairly 

good representation of the observed multiband light curves 

within the observational errors.

As listed in Table 4, our solution is quite different in 

many respects from the one suggested by YLL. Our solution 

shows that UY UMa is an A-subtype over-contact binary 

with an extreme mass ratio of q = 0.21, a high inclination 

of 81˚.4, a small temperature difference of ∆T = 18˚, a large 

fill-out factor of f = 0.61, and a large third light amounting 

to approximately 10% of the total systemic light in the B 

bandpass. On the contrary, YLL’s solution indicates that UY 

UMa is a W-subtype contact binary with an extremely small 

mass ratio of q = 0.134, a low inclination of 73˚.4, a large 

temperature difference of ∆T = 414˚, and a very small fill-out 

factor of f = 0.053. We believe that the serious disagreement 

between our solution and that of YLL may be due to their 

analysis of the light curves obtained from YLL’s inadequate 

photometry rather than the real dramatic changes of the 

system parameters of UY UMa. Based on our photometric 

solution of UY UMa, the Roche geometry at phase 0.75 is 

shown in Fig. 5.

Since the radial velocity curve of UY UMa is not yet 

available, it is not possible to directly determine the 

absolute parameters of the binary system. However, it is 

well known that the mass ratio obtained from light curve 

syntheses is very reliable only for eclipsing systems with 

total eclipse such as in the case of UY UMa (Terrell & Wilson 

2005; Hambalek & Pribulla 2013; Şenavci et al. 2016). 

Fig. 3. q-search diagram of UY UMa. The arrow indicates the global 
minimum of ΣW(O – C)2 at q = 0.28.
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Thanks to this fact, we further pursued the absolute physical 

parameters of UY UMa by using the adopted light-curve 

parameters in Table 4 and some well-established relations, 

as described in detail in Kim et al. (2014).

The absolute dimensions and radiative parameters with 

their uncertainties were listed in Table 5 where the well-

known calibrations (Flower 1996; Torres et al. 2010) were 

used to obtain the intrinsic color indices and bolometric 

corrections for the primary and secondary components 

and the distance was estimated with the assumption of no 

interstellar absorption. Our distance matches well with 

Table 4. Photometric parameters of UY UMa

Parameter
Yang et al. (2001) This paper

Component 1 Component 2 Component 1 Compnent 2

q (= m2 / m1) 0.1331 (6) 0.2055 (8)

i (˚) 73.38 (41) 81.35 (18)

Ω1 = Ω2 2.0515 (22) 2.167 (2)

Fill-out factor 0.053 0.609

T (K) 5,486 (12) 5,900† 5,900† 5,882 (4)

l / (l1 + l2)b 0.7928 (10) 0.2072 0.7968 (9) 0.2032 (9)

l / (l1 + l2)v 0.7805 (11) 0.2195 0.7962 (8) 0.2038 (8)

l / (l1 + l2)r 0.7956 (8) 0.2044 (8)

l / (l1 + l2)i 0.7957 (8) 0.2043 (8)

l3b
‡ - 0.106 (4)

l3v
‡ - 0.084 (4)

l3r
‡ - 0.063 (4)

l3i
‡ - 0.052 (4)

r (pole) 0.5357 (5) 0.2310 (6) 0.5043 (2) 0.2566 (6)

r (side) 0.5998 (8) 0.2441 (7) 0.5552 (2) 0.2704 (8)

r (back) 0.6263 (9) 0.3219 (13) 0.5845 (3) 0.3308 (10)

r (volume) - - 0.5488 (3) 0.2848 (8)

Spot

 ϕ (deg) 96.6 (2) - - -

 l (deg) 278.9 (2.9) - - -

 R (deg) 13.3 (3) - - -

 τ (= Tspot / Tlocal) 0.84 (2) - - -

† Fixed parameter.
‡ Value at 0.25 phase.

Fig. 4. BVRI residuals of the observations from the binary model in Table 4.



     




 










 









     




 










 















Fig. 5. Roche geometry of UY UMa at phase 0.75. 
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GAIA’s distance within the estimated error.

4. PERIOD STUDY

From our observations, seventeen times of minimum 

light were determined by the Kwee & van Woerden (1956) 

method. These appear in Table 6, together with all those that 

have been published since the early seven photographic 

timings were given by S. Beljawsky and M. Zverev (Kreiner et 

al. 2001). As listed in Table 6, a total of 94 times of minimum 

light (7 photographic, and 87 photoelectric & CCD) have 

been collected from a modern database (so called TIDAK; 

Kim et al. 2018) and recent literature.

To investigate the period variability of UY UMa, an eclipse 

timing diagram (ETD, traditionally called as an (O – C) 

diagram) of the system was produced with the minima in 

Table 5. Astrophysical parameters of UY UMa

Parameters Primary Secondary

Absolute dimensions

 M (M⊙) 1.151 (± 0.053) 0.237 (± 0.011)

 R (R⊙) 1.342 (± 0.021) 0.696 (± 0.011)

 Log g (cgs) 4.244 (± 0.024) 4.126 (± 0.024)

 ρ (ρ⊙) 0.477 (± 0.031) 0.701 (± 0.047)

 a (R⊙) 0.416 (± 0.006) 2.026 (± 0.031)

Radiative and other parameters

 L (L⊙) 1.95 (± 0.21) 0.52 (± 0.06)

 VT
† (mag) 12.84 (± 0.05)

  (B – V)0 (mag) 0.60 (± 0.05) 0.61 (± 0.05)

 Mbol (mag) 3.96 (± 0.11) 5.40 (± 0.12)

 BC (mag) –0.094 (± 0.029) –0.097 (± 0.029)

 MV (mag) 4.22 (± 0.20) 4.24 (± 0.20)

 TVM
 (mag) 3.479 (± 0.005)

 Our distance (pc) 745 (± 17)

 GAIA distance (pc) 758.15 (± 0.02)

† Adopted from the UCAC4 catalog (see Table 1).

Table 6. Observed times of minimum light for UY UMa

JD Hel
(2400000+)

Error
(day) Epoch (O – C1)

(day)
(O – C)full

(day) Me.† Ty. Ref.

25,716.344 0.06 –67,898.5 0.098 0.002 PG II Kreiner et al. (2001)

25,737.329 0.06 –67,842.5 0.026 –0.070 PG II Kreiner et al. (2001)

26,040.323 0.06 –67,037.0 0.137 0.044 PG I Kreiner et al. (2001)

26,093.284 0.06 –66,896.0 0.079 –0.013 PG I Kreiner et al. (2001)

26,450.313 0.06 –65,946.5 0.079 –0.011 PG II Kreiner et al. (2001)

27,307.49 - –63,667.0 0.12 0.01 PG I Kreiner et al. (2001)

27,586.466 - –62,925.0 0.092 –0.012 PG I Kreiner et al. (2001)

49,399.5829 0.0003 –4,914.0 0.002 –0.0014 PE I Hübscher et al. (1994)

49,439.4417 0.0008 –4,808.0 0.0029 –0.0006 PE I Hübscher et al. (1994)

49,439.6300 0.0006 –4,807.5 0.0031 –0.0003 PE II Hübscher et al. (1994)

49,486.4447 0.0001 –4,683.0 0.0035 0.0001 PE I Hübscher et al. (1994)

49,498.4776 0.0004 –4,651.0 0.0039 0.0004 PE I Hübscher et al. (1994)

49,776.5410 0.001 –3,911.5 0.002 –0.001 CC II Agerer & Hübscher (1996)

50,113.6407 0.0002 –3,015.0 0.0008 0.0001 CC I Agerer & Hübscher (1996)

50,142.4061 - –2,938.5 0.0007 0.0003 CC II Agerer & Hübscher (1997)

50,142.5929 - –2,938.0 –0.0005 –0.0009 CC I Agerer & Hübscher (1997)

50,152.3668 - –2,912.0 –0.003 - CC I Agerer & Hübscher (1997)‡

50,192.4160 - –2,805.5 0.0002 0.0000 CC II Agerer & Hübscher (1997)

50,445.6650 0.001 –2,132.0 0.0008 0.0016 CC I Agerer & Hübscher (1998)

50,570.5012 0.0003 –1,800.0 –0.0012 –0.0002 CC I Agerer et al. (1999)

50,898.5770 0.0003 –927.5 –0.0015 –0.0008 CC II Agerer et al. (1999)

50,898.3909 0.0003 –928.0 0.0004 0.0011 CC I Agerer et al. (1999)

50,901.3973 0.0009 –920.0 –0.0013 –0.0007 CC I Diethelm(1998)

50,944.4471 0.0006 –805.5 –0.0056 - CC II Agerer et al. (1999)‡

51,209.5455 0.0047 –100.5 –0.0002 –0.0005 PE II Agerer & Hübscher (2000)

51,236.4310 0.0003 –29.0 –0.0001 –0.0004 CC I Agerer & Hübscher (2000)

51,236.6203 0.0003 –28.5 0.0012 0.0009 CC II Agerer & Hübscher (2000)

51,246.3962 - –2.5 0.0006 0.0003 CC II Yang et al. (2001)

51,247.3354 - 0.0 –0.0002 –0.0006 CC I Yang et al. (2001)

51,671.4867 0.0003 1,128.0 0.0023 0 CC I Agerer & Hübscher (2002)

51,956.5095 0.0004 1,886.0 0.0031 –0.0007 CC I Agerer & Hübscher (2002)

52,041.4825 0.0064 2,112.0 –0.0041 - CC I Agerer & Hübscher (2002)‡

52,337.6079 0.0002 2,899.5 0.0068 0.0007 CC II Agerer & Hübscher (2002)

52,337.4173 0.0003 2,899.0 0.0042 –0.0019 CC I Agerer & Hübscher (2002)

52,369.3812 0.001 2,984.0 0.0065 0.0002 CC I Agerer & Hübscher (2003)
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Table 6. Continued

JD Hel
(2400000+)

Error
(day) Epoch (O – C1)

(day)
(O – C)full

(day) Me.† Ty. Ref.

52,408.4874 0.001 3,088.0 0.0068 0.0003 CC I Agerer & Hübscher (2003)

52,415.6308 0.0004 3,107.0 0.0058 –0.0007 CC I Samolyk (2013)

52,693.5108 0.0011 3,846.0 0.0082 –0.0002 CC I Diethelm (2003)

52,717.5758 0.0007 3,910.0 0.008 –0.0005 CC I Agerer & Hübscher (2003)

52,739.0087 - 3,967.0 0.0079 –0.0008 CC I Nagai (2004)

52,739.1984 - 3,967.5 0.0096 0.0009 CC II Nagai (2004)

52,746.5298 0.0015 3,987.0 0.0086 –0.0001 CC I Agerer & Hübscher (2003)

52,757.8106 0.0004 4,017.0 0.0088 0.0001 CC I Nelson (2004)

53,028.5463 0.0002 4,737.0 0.0113 0.0007 CC I Hübscher (2005)

53,110.5203 0.0042 4,955.0 0.0132 0.0021 CC I Hübscher (2005)

53,116.5376 0.0099 4,971.0 0.0142 0.003 CC I Hübscher (2005)

53,141.727 0.001 5,038.0 0.01 –0.001 CC I Dvorak (2005)

53,151.5066 0.0596 5,064.0 0.0135 - CC I Hübscher et al. (2005)‡

53,155.4520 0.0063 5,074.5 0.0107 –0.0007 CC II Hübscher et al. (2005)

53,460.5966 0.007 5,886.0 0.0163 0.0029 CC I Hübscher et al. (2005)

53,464.5473 0.0112 5,896.5 0.0189 - CC II Hübscher et al. (2005)‡

53,503.4576 0.0085 6,000.0 0.0112 –0.0025 CC I Hübscher et al. (2005)

53,785.8517 0.0001 6,751.0 0.0155 –0.0001 CC I Nelson (2007)

53,834.3601 0.0009 6,880.0 0.0175 0.0016 CC I Hübscher et al. (2006)

54,115.6130 0.0024 7,628.0 0.0086 - CC I Hübscher (2007)‡

54,508.9394 0.0002 8,674.0 0.0197 0 CC I This Paper

54,509.8789 0.0003 8,676.5 0.0191 –0.0006 CC II This Paper

54,511.0074 0.0004 8,679.5 0.0196 –0.0001 CC II This Paper

54,523.9802 0.0002 8,714.0 0.0197 –0.0001 CC I This Paper

54,524.9211 0.0003 8,716.5 0.0206 0.0008 CC II This Paper

54,527.9284 0.0002 8,724.5 0.0197 –0.0001 CC II This Paper

54,531.3126 - 8,733.5 0.0198 –0.0001 CC II Nagai (2009)

54,533.1914 - 8,738.5 0.0185 –0.0014 CC II Nagai (2009)

54,534.1331 - 8,741.0 0.0201 0.0002 CC I Nagai (2009)

54,537.8926 0.0002 8,751.0 0.0195 –0.0005 CC I This Paper

54,538.8334 0.0002 8,753.5 0.0202 0.0003 CC II This Paper

54,539.0213 0.0006 8,754.0 0.0201 0.0002 CC I This Paper

54,570.6066 0.0003 8,838.0 0.0199 –0.0003 CC I Hübscher et al. (2009)

54,570.4193 0.0003 8,837.5 0.0206 0.0004 CC II Hübscher et al. (2009)

54,592.4164 0.0007 8,896.0 0.0206 0.0003 CC I Hübscher et al. (2009)

54,844.9140 0.002 9,567.5 0.0218 –0.0002 CC II This Paper

54,857.8866 0.0002 9,602.0 0.0217 –0.0003 CC I Nelson (2010)

54,863.90270 0.00031 9,618.0 0.02155 –0.00054 CC I This Paper

54,865.03229 0.00036 9,621.0 0.02309 0.00099 CC I This Paper

54,865.97095 0.00039 9,623.5 0.0217 –0.00041 CC II This Paper

54,866.91133 0.00019 9,626.0 0.02203 –0.00008 CC I This Paper

54,867.85199 0.0003 9,628.5 0.02265 0.00053 CC II This Paper

54,868.98090 0.00038 9,631.5 0.0235 0.00138 CC II This Paper

54,880.8244 0.0001 9,663.0 0.0224 0.0002 CC I Dvorak (2010)

54,886.8404 0.0001 9,679.0 0.0221 –0.0001 CC I Dvorak (2010)

54,956.4040 0.001 9,864.0 0.0223 –0.0004 CC I Hübscher et al. (2010)

54,957.7182 0.0005 9,867.5 0.0204 –0.0023 CC II Diethelm (2009)

55,235.41315 0.0004 10,606.0 0.02576 0.00095 CC I Brat et al. (2011)

55,262.8617 0.0003 10,679.0 0.025 –0.0001 CC I Dvorak (2011)

55,631.9258 0.0011 11,660.5 0.0269 –0.0013 CC II Diethelm (2011)

55,684.7568 0.0006 11,801.0 0.0274 –0.0014 CC I Diethelm (2011)

55,998.9224 0.0007 12,636.5 0.0295 –0.0022 CC II Diethelm (2012)

56,155.35005 0.0003 13,052.5 0.0335 0.00023 CC II Honkova et al. (2013)

56,355.3936 0.0023 13,584.5 0.0352 –0.0001 CC II Hübscher(2014)

57,025.2775 0.00007 15,366.0 0.04229 0.00003 CC I This Paper

57,120.4107 0.0013 15,619.0 0.0428 –0.0005 CC I Hübscher (2016)

57,176.4390 0.0017 15,768.0 0.0443 0.0005 CC I Hübscher (2016)
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Table 6 by using YLL’s light elements: 

 C1 = JD Hel 2451247.3356 + 0d.37601846E.   (2)

The upper panel in Fig. 6 shows the ETD of UY UMa 

where each of the timings was differentiated with different 

symbols according to the eclipse type and measurement 

methods. The O – C1 residuals in the diagram, as listed in the 

4th column of Table 6, reveal that the photoelectric and CCD 

residuals have varied in a secular period increase, which 

can be usually modeled in a quadratic ephemeris. In their 

period study, Yu et al. (2017) analyzed only the photoelectric 

and CCD minima available to them and derived a quadratic 

ephemeris: 

O – C1 = + 0d. 0023(3) + 7d. 2(1.0) × 10–7 E + 1d. 31(9) × 10–10 E2, (3)

where the values in the brackets denote the standard errors 

of the last digit(s). Eq. (3) was drawn as the dashed curve 

in Fig. 6. Yu et al. (2017) excluded the earlier photographic 

timings in their analysis mainly because a large scatter of 

approximately 0d.11 in the relatively short time interval 

cannot reflect any real effects in the system. However, 

as seen in the figure, it is obvious that the earlier timings 

cannot be ignored in the period study of UY UMa from the 

point of view that the dashed curve does not match them at 

all. Thus, although there is a large time gap of approximately 

60 yrs between the last of the earlier photographic timings 

and the first photoelectric one, a least-squares fit for all the 

O – C1 residuals, including the earlier timings, was made to 

the quadratic ephemeris in the form of O – C1 = ∆T + ∆P + 

AE2. The resultant ephemeris was derived as follows: 

 

O – C1 = + 0d.0026(1) + 1d.65(1) × 10–6 E + 4d.505(10) × 10–11 E2. (4)

The solid line in Fig. 6 represents Eq. (4), which fits well 

not only for the earlier timings data but also for the recent 

ones overall. It is very impressive to note that the coefficient 

Table 6. Continued

JD Hel
(2400000+)

Error
(day) Epoch (O – C1)

(day)
(O – C)full

(day) Me.† Ty. Ref.

57,465.4137 0.0021 16,536.5 0.0488 –0.0006 CC II Hübscher (2017)

57,474.4406 0.0003 16,560.5 0.0513 0.0017 CC II Juryšek et al. (2017)

† PG, photographic; PE, multiplier photocell; CC, electronic camera.
‡ These timings were discarded in our period study because their O – C residuals show unreasonably large deviations compared with neighboring ones.

Fig. 6. Eclipse timing diagram of UY UMa constructed with Eq. (2). Timings are coded by observational 
method and eclipse type. The continuous and dashed curves in the upper panel were drawn based on 
Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively. The bottom panel shows the photoelectric and CCD residuals of the timings 
from Eq. (3).
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of the quadratic term of Eq. (3) is approximately three 

times larger than that of Eq. (4). Our calculation tells us 

that the earlier non-photoelectric and non-CCD minima 

even with large observational scatters can be valuably used 

in constraining the size of a secular period change and 

thus cannot be neglected in any period studies of eclipsing 

binary stars, if the minima provide a longer time base in a 

timing history of a given eclipsing binary star.

The lower panel of Fig. 6 plots the photoelectric and 

CCD residuals with their error bars from Eq. (4) where the 

residuals without error bars have no published errors. As 

shown in the diagram, the photoelectric and CCD residuals 

clearly show some variations beyond their timing errors. 

To look into the details of the variations a period search 

(Scargle 1982) was performed with the photoelectric 

and CCD residuals. The six timings (2450152.3668, 

2450944.4471, 2452041.4825, 2453151.5066, 2453464.5473, 

and 2454115.6130) were not included in the period 

search and the subsequent period analysis, because their 

residuals show unreasonably large deviations compared 

with neighboring ones. Each of these discarded timings is 

marked by an asterisk in column (8) of Table 6. Fig. 7 shows 

the resultant power spectra in which the two highest peaks 

at the periods of 10.7 yr and 23.6 yr are notably conspicuous. 

The longer period of 23.6 yr may not be real because it is 

comparable to the time-span of the times of minima except 

the earlier photographic ones. Nonetheless, an attempt to 

investigate the possible causes of the two suggested periods 

was made by assuming that the O – C1
 variations are due 

to combined LITEs caused by two additional bodies in 

the system. Thus all the O – C1 residuals were fitted to the 

following ephemeris: 

 O – C1 = ∆T + ∆P + AE2 + τ3 + τ4, (5)

where τ3 and τ4 are the LITEs due to the hypothetical 3rd 

and 4th bodies, respectively. The parametric and differential 

forms of the orbital elements of a given light-time orbit were 

adopted from Irwin (1952, 1959). Iterative least-squares 

fits of the (O – C)1 residuals to Eq. (5) were made with the 

Levenberg-Marquardt method (Press et al. 1992), which was 

frequently used in the period studies of some other stars 

(Kim et al. 2005, 2014, 2018). In the calculations, each of 

timings was given a weight equal to an inverse value of each 

of their published (see Table 6) or assigned errors. For the 

photographic and CCD minima with no published errors, 

the error for the former minima was given as 0d.06 based 

on their scatters and for the latter ones 0d.0019, the average 

value of the published errors of the photoelectric and CCD 

minima. The calculations converged quickly to yield the 

solution listed in Table 7 wherein the parenthesized entries 

give the standard deviations of the tabulated quantities. The 

O – C1 residuals were again plotted in the top of Fig. 8 where 

the solid and dashed curves represent the full and quadratic 

terms in Eq. (5) and Table 7, respectively. In the 2nd and 

3rd parts of the figure the contributions to light times by 

the third and fourth bodies are plotted, respectively. At the 

bottom of the figure, the (O – C)full residuals from the full 

ephemeris of Eq. (5), which appear in the fifth column of 

Table 6, are plotted. As shown in Fig. 8, the residuals from 

the observed times of minimum light follow the theoretical 

light time curves due to the assumed third and fourth 

bodies very well. As listed in Table 7, the semi-amplitude, 

orbital period, and eccentricity for the light time orbit of the 

mass center of the eclipsing pair due to the third and fourth 

bodies are (0d.0026, 12y.02, and 0.448) and (0d.0083, 46y 27, 

and 0.449), respectively. Interestingly, the eccentricity of 

the third body is practically the same as that of the fourth 

one. In addition, the minimum masses corresponding to the 

Fig. 7. Power spectra of the photoelectric and CCD residuals from Eq. (4).



       







 































Table 7. Orbital elements of light time orbits suggested for UY UMa 
system

Element Value

ΔT0 (day) 0.0058 (17)

ΔP (day) 0.00000214 (18)

T0 (JD Hel) 2451247.3414 (17)

P (day) 0.37602060 (18)

A (day/cycle) 5.23 (31) × 10–11

Third body
(j = 3)

Fourth body
(j = 4)

a12 sin (ij) (AU) 0.45 (18) 1.45 (56)

Kj (day) 0.0026 (9) 0.0083 (29)

ej 0.45 (12) 0.45 (36)

ωj (deg) 86 (12) 111 (12)

Tj (JD Hel) 2453586 (192) 2448183 (155)

Pj (year) 12.02 (1.54) 46.3 (7.37)

Mj min (M⊙) 0.11 (1) 0.16 (1)
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third and fourth bodies are calculated to be M3 = 0.11 M⊙ 

and M4 = 0.16 M⊙, respectively. Furthermore, it is noticed 

that there may exist a commensurable relation between the 

orbital periods: 77P3 = 20P4.

The parabolic component of the period change of UY 

UMa gives the secular period increase rate of 1.02(60) × 

10–8 d/yr, implying the secular mass transfer rate of almost 

2.68(26) × 10–8 M⊙/yr from the less massive to the more 

massive star if the mass and angular momentum of the 

system are conserved.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In general, there are two competing theories that explain 

why the orbital period of an eclipsing binary system changes 

regularly: one is the LITE by a third object, and the other is 

the Applegate model (Applegate 1992). The latter explains 

that the cyclic change is caused by the gravitational coupling 

of the orbit to variation in the shape of a magnetically 

active component. This model requires changes in the 

luminosity and differential rotation of the active star at the 

levels of  ∆L/L ≃ 0.1 and ∆Ω/Ω ≃ 0.01, respectively. Thus, 

the two cyclical changes found in the UY UMa system may 

be caused by one of three possible mechanisms: (a) LITEs 

due to two additional objects, as discussed in the previous 

section, (b) Applegate models operating simultaneously on 

two magnetic active components, or (c) the combination 

of the LITE due to a third object and the Applegate model 

working on a magnetically active component. For UY UMa 

the (b) option seems unlikely because of the thin convective 

zone of the small star, which is supported by Mullan’s (1975) 

conclusion that there should be dark spots preferentially 

on the more massive components of W UMa-type contact 

binary systems. We calculated the Applegate model 

parameters, as listed in Table 8, under the assumption that 

the two cyclical changes are caused by the more massive 

components. In the calculation, the mass of the convective 

shell is assumed to be 10% of the stellar mass. The rms 

luminosity changes (∆Lrms) converted to magnitude scale in 

Table 8 were obtained with Eq. (4) in the paper of Kim et al. 

(1997). As listed in Table 8, the Applegate model parameters, 

especially ∆L/L and ∆Ω/Ω, for the two period modulations 

are one or two orders of magnitude less than the nominal 

ones suggested by Applegate (1992), indicating that the 

Applegate mechanism does not work in the UY UMa system.

Fig. 8. Eclipse timing diagram of UY UMa constructed with Eq. (2). Each of the timings 
is coded by observational method and eclipse type. The dashed and solid curves in the 
upper panel are drawn with only the quadratic and full terms in Eq. (5), respectively. In 
the 2nd and 3rd panels the contributions to light times by the third and fourth bodies, 
respectively, are plotted. The bottom panel shows the residuals of the timings from Eq. (5).
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Thus, we concluded that two periodic changes were most 

likely caused by LITEs due to two outer objects orbiting the 

eclipsing pair. In this case, the minimum masses of the third 

and fourth bodies are calculated to be 0.11 M⊙ and 0.16 M⊙, 

respectively. Our hypothesis of circumbinary objects may 

be supported by the third lights detected in our light curve 

synthesis. As shown in Table 4, the additional bodies seems 

to emit more energy in shorter wavelengths. This indicates 

that at least one of them may be an early-type star.

Recently, Yang & Qian (2015 ; hereafter YQ) made a 

statistical analysis of 45 deep, low mass ratio (DLMR) 

overcontact binaries of which the mass ratio and the fill-out 

factor are less than 0.25 and larger than 50%, respectively. 

They found some statistical relationships among the various 

physical parameters: q vs. f, q vs. Jspin/Jorb, log (M/M⊙) vs. log 

(L/L⊙), and log (M/M⊙) vs. log (R/R⊙) where q, f, Jspin, Jorb, 

M, L, and R represent mass ratio, fill-out factor, spin angular 

momentum, orbital angular momentum, mass, luminosity, 

and radius, respectively. After their study, Şenavci et al. 

(2016) studied 25 Kepler eclipsing binaries of W UMa-type 

showing total eclipses and presented their precise orbital 

solutions as well as their absolute dimensions. The derived 

mass ratios of all Kepler binaries are less than 0.18 and 15 

out of 25 systems have fill-out factors larger than 50%.

We investigated the statistical relations found by YQ by 

using the physical parameters of UY UMa and the Kepler 

overcontact binaries. The relations of q – f, q – Jspin/Jorb, 

log(M/M⊙) – log(L/L⊙), and log(M/M⊙) – log(R/R⊙) are 

shown from Figs. 9-11, respectively. The dotted lines in red 

in all figures denote the relations given by YQ. The solid 

lines in blue are derived by us. Fig. 9 shows the diagram of q 

– f in which the black line represents f = 50%. In the diagram, 

we see that the Kepler overcontact binaries show large 

deviations from the YQ equation (f (%) = 117.6 – 527.6 × q + 

1164.9 × q2), indicating that the YQ relationship between q 

and f is very weak and thus the YQ’s minimum mass ratio of 

qmin = 0.44 derived from the relation may deviate somewhat 

from the actual value.

To investigate the relation of q – Jspin/Jorb, we calculated 

Jspin/Jorb with the equation given by YQ and Li & Zhang (2006) 

as follows: 

 ( )spin 2 2 2 2
1 1 2 2

orb

1 ,
J q k r k r q
J q

+
= +  (6)

where r1,2 and k1,2 are the relative and gyration radii for both 

components, respectively. We adopted 2 2
1 2k k=  = 0.05, 

which is the value used by YQ. In equation (3) of the YQ 

paper, it is pointed out that  q/(1 + q) is a typo error of (1 + q)/

q. The top panel of Fig. 10 shows the relation of q – Jspin/Jorb 

and the dotted curve represents the YQ relation (Jspin/Jorb = 

0.5104 – 3.7738 × q + 8.2817 × q2). The dotted horizontal line 

represents Jspin/Jorb = 1/3, at which a tidal instability called 

Darwin instability (Darwin 1879; Hut 1980) starts. In the 

middle panel, the residuals from the YQ relation are plotted 

and show a quasi-sinusoidal pattern, indicating that the YQ 

equation does not represent Jspin/Jorb = well as a function of q. 

It has been well known that Jspin/Jorb = of W UMa-type contact 

binaries is strongly correlated with the mass ratio q, but a 

direct polynomial relation between them is difficult to 

obtain (Li & Zhang 2006). To obtain a good expression of the 

relationship between q and Jspin/Jorb, we adopted a new 

equation as follows, 

 ( )spin 2
0 1 2

orb

1 .
J q a a q a q
J q

+
= + × + ×  (7)

An iterative least-squares method was used to fit the data 

Table 8. Model parameters of magnetic activity for UY UMa

Model parameter
Period modulation

Unit
12.0 year 46.3 year

ΔP 0.1209 0.1003 sec

ΔP/P 3.72 × 10–6 3.09 × 10–6 –

ΔJ 7.96 × 1046 6.60 × 1046 g cm2/s

Is 1.33 × 1054 2.00 × 1054 g cm2

ΔΩ/Ω 3.09 × 10–4 1.71 × 10–4 –

ΔE 9.52 × 1039 4.37 × 1039 erg

ΔLrms 7.89 × 1031 9.39 × 1030 erg

2.06 × 10–2 2.45 × 10–3 L⊙

1.06 × 10–2 1.26 × 10–3 Lp

Δmrms ± 0.0091 ± 0.0011 mag

B 6.97 × 103 3.24 × 103 gauss

Fig. 9. Relationship of q – f. The dotted line in red represents Eq. (1) in the 
paper of Yang & Qian (2015, hereafter YQ). The solid line denote f = 50%. The 
Kepler overcontact binaries show large deviations from the relationship. 
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set of q and Jspin/Jorb to the above equation. The result is a0 

= 0.0236 (± 0.0006), a1 = –0.0651 (± 0.0094), and a2 = 0.127 

(± 0.034). The solid curve in the top panel represents Eq. 

(7) with the derived coefficients and gives a satisfactory 

fit to the observed systems which is also evidenced by the 

residuals from Eq. (7) in the bottom panel. In addition, we 

numerically solved Eq. (7) for q by setting Jspin/Jorb = 1/3 

and obtained a minimum mass ratio of qmin = 0.064 for the 

observed systems, which is larger than YQ’s value of 0.053 

but smaller than approximately 0.076 – 0.078 of Li & Zhang 

(2006).

Finally, the mass-luminosity (M – L) and mass-radius 

(M – R) diagrams in log scale are shown in the left and right 

panels of Fig. 11, respectively. In the diagrams, the zero age 

main-sequence (ZAMS) and terminal age main-sequence 

(TAMS) taken from the Padova stellar evolution model 

with solar abundance (Girardi et al. 2000), are drawn as the 

solid and dotted lines in black, respectively. In addition, 

the dotted lines in red and blue are drawn with the linear 

relations determined by YQ and the authors, respectively. 

For comparison, we listed the coefficients of the linear 

equations of log (L/L⊙) and log (R/R⊙) as functions of 

log (M/M⊙) in Table 9. In the M – L and M – R diagrams, 

the primary star of UY UMa occupies the middle position 

of the main sequence band, and the secondary star is at 

the bottom of the subgiant zone. However, in the M – L 

diagram, the primary components of the Kepler binary 

stars are mostly below ZAMS and most of the secondary 

components are located in the upper part of the subgiant 

region. Moreover, in the M – R diagram, the primary stars 

are aligned along the middle down the main sequence band 

while most secondary stars are in the upper part of the 

subgiant region.

In this paper, we presented and analyzed new BVRI CCD 

light curves of UY UMa, including the first red and infrared 

observations. No O’Connell effect was found in our light 

curves with a long-duration totality (approximately 43m) at 

secondary eclipse. The physical parameters derived from 

the light curve synthesis are totally different from ones 

suggested by Yang et al. (2001): UY UMa is an A-subtype 

over-contact binary with a low mass ratio of q = 0.21, a high 

inclination of 81˚.4, a small temperature difference of ∆T 

= 18˚, a large fill-out factor of f = 0.61, and a third light of 

approximately 10% of the total systemic light. The absolute 

dimensions of the system were determined as follows: M1 = 

1.15 M⊙, M2 = 0.24 M⊙, R1 = 1.34 R⊙, R2 = 0.70 R⊙, L1 = 1.95 

L⊙, and L2 = 0.52 L⊙. The ETD based on all available times 

of minima, including our seventeen new timings, shows 

Fig. 10. Top: Relationship of q – Jspin/Jorb. The dotted line in red represents Eq. (4) in the paper of YQ. 
The solid line in blue represents Eq. (6). Middle: The residuals from the YQ equation. Bottom: The 
residuals from Eq. (6) (see the text).
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that the orbital period of UY UMa has experienced complex 

variation for 60y since 1929y. The variations in the orbital 

period were decoupled into two cyclically varying terms 

with periods of 12y.0 and 46y.3 and a secularly increasing 

term with the rate of 1.02(60) × 10–8 d/yr. The latter may be 

interpreted to be due to a conservative mass transfer of 2.68 

× 10–8 M⊙/yr from the secondary component to the primary 

one. Two competing theories (LITE and Applegate model) 

as the possible causes of two cyclical changes of period 

were tested. The Applegate mechanism may not work in the 

UY UMa system because the Applegate model parameters, 

especially ∆L/L and ∆Ω/Ω, for the two period modulations 

are one or two of magnitude less than the nominal ones 

suggested by Applegate (1992). However, the third lights 

detected in our light curve synthesis may support the LITEs 

due to two outer objects. Currently, we have concluded that 

the two periodic changes were most likely caused by LITEs 

due to two circumbinary objects orbiting the eclipsing pair. 

The calculated minimum masses of the third and fourth 

bodies are 0.11 M⊙ and 0.16 M⊙, respectively, which seem 

to emit more energy in shorter wavelengths. Finally, YQ’s 

statistical relations among the physical parameters of 45 

DLMR contact binaries were revisited by using the physical 

parameters of UY UMa and 25 Kepler contact binaries 

provided by Şenavci et al. (2016). The minimum mass 

ratio was newly determined as qmin = 0.064 by using a new 

equation describing Jspin/Jorb as a function of q. In addition, 

the evolutionary status of UY UMA and 25 Kepler contact 

binaries based on the M – L and M – R diagrams shows 

that both components of UY UMa occupy positions in the 

diagrams similar to other DLMR stars, although Kepler stars 

are located differently from the positions occupied by other 

DLMR stars.
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Fig. 11. Left: Relation of log (M/M⊙) – log (L/L⊙). Right: Relation of log (M/M⊙) – log (R/R⊙). 

Table 9. Linear relations of log (L/L⊙) and log (R/R⊙) with respect to log (M/M⊙)

Coefficient
YQ This paper

Primary Secondary Primary Secondary

log(L/L⊙) = a0 + a1 log(M/M⊙)

a0 0.1282(58)† 1.0618(128) 0.211(44) 0.926(105)

a1 3.8083(35) 1.7179(184) 2.547(197) 1.445(148)

log(R/R⊙) = a0 + a1 log(M/M⊙)

a0 0.0751(14) 0.2826(35) 0.066(11) 0.285(36)

a1 0.9513(86) 0.6177(50) 0.978(48) 0.579(51)

†In Eq. (6) of Yang & Qian (2015), the value is written as 1.1282, which is a typo error of 0.1282.
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